Figure 3: Classroom GEM

This figure is a collection of three clusters. Each cluster has a central idea represented in an oval. There are then blue lines which represent the genre set connecting the central idea to related elements, which are represented in rectangles. In addition, there are orange dotted lines that connect some of these shapes to one another. These dotted lines represent the genre system.

The cluster located in the upper left section has central idea: professor. To the right and in a slightly higher position within the figure, is the cluster with central idea: student. Also on the right but lower in the figure, is the central idea: college.

Each cluster is represented in a nested list below with the central idea on the first level, and each of the directly connected ideas on the second level. There are parenthetical notes to indicate if an idea in one cluster is connected with a dotted line to an idea in another cluster.

Professor

- Grading (connected to both Papers in Student and Transcripts in College)
- Assignment Prompts (Connected to Homework and Papers in Student)
- Lectures (Connected to Notes in Student)
- Syllabus (Connected to Policies and Course Outcomes in College)
- Progress Reports
- Recommendation Letters
- Emails (Connected to Emails in Student)
- Tests/Quizzes
- Lesson Plans
- Handouts

Student (Connected to Student Handbook in College)

- Notes (Connected to Lectures in Professor)
- Presentations
- Papers
- Emails (Connected to Emails in Professor)
- Homework (Connected to Assignment Prompts in Professor)

College

- Policies (Connected to Syllabus in Professor)
- Student Handbook (Connected to Student)
- Academic Calendar
- Transcripts (Connected to Grading in Professor)
- Course Outcomes (Connected to Syllabus in Professor)